Concurrent sexual partnerships among married Zimbabweans – implications for HIV prevention
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Background: Concurrent sexual partnerships play a key role in sustaining the HIV epidemic in Zimbabwe. Married couples are at an increased risk of contracting HIV from sexual networks produced by concurrent sexual partnerships. Addressing these partnerships is an international HIV prevention priority.

Methods: Our qualitative study presents the socioeconomic factors that contribute to the occurrence of concurrent sexual partnerships among married people in Zimbabwe. We conducted 36 in-depth interviews and four focus group discussions with married men and women in Zimbabwe in 2008 to understand the organizations of concurrent sexual partnerships. Data were analyzed using framework analysis.

Results: Our study indicates that relationship dissatisfaction played a key role in the engagement of concurrent sexual partnerships. Depending on the source of the dissatisfaction, there were four possible types of concurrent sexual relationships that were formed: sex worker, casual partner, regular girlfriend or informal polygyny which was referred to as “small house”. These relationships had different levels of intimacy, which had a bearing on practicing safer sex. Participants described three characteristics of hegemonic masculinity that contributed to the sources of dissatisfaction leading to concurrent sexual activity. Similarly, various aspects of emphasized femininity were described as creating opportunities for the occurrence of concurrent sexual relationships. Economic status was also listed as a factor that contributed to the occurrence of concurrent sexual partnerships.

Conclusion: Marital dissatisfaction was indicated as a contributing factor to the occurrence of concurrent sexual relationships. There were several reports of satisfying marital relationships in which affairs did not occur. Lessons from these marriages can be made part of future HIV prevention interventions targeted at preventing concurrent sexual partnerships by married couples.
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Introduction

Zimbabwe has successfully managed to reduce the estimated prevalence of HIV among adults aged 15–49 years from 29.3% in 1999 to 15% in 2011.¹ ² Reduction in multiple sexual partners is identified as one of the factors that contributed to the decline in HIV prevalence in the country.³ ⁴ It is hypothesized that concurrent sexual partnerships contribute to sustaining the epidemic in Zimbabwe, which is still largely driven by heterosexual contact.¹ ⁴ According to the Zimbabwe Demographic and Health Survey, 0.7% of married women and 14% of married men reported concurrent sexual activity between 2010 and 2011.⁵ However, the survey did not compare the HIV status of those who reported concurrency and those who did not.

Demographic data from 16 countries examining how marital concurrency contributes to the HIV epidemic suggest that marital concurrency increases the odds of acquiring HIV for couples.⁶ Although there is much debate about the role of multiple...
concurrent sexual partnerships on the HIV epidemic, evidence from Zimbabwe and other countries supports the notion that concurrency increases the risk of acquiring HIV through development of sexual networks in which the occurrence of unprotected sexual contact with an HIV-infected person puts both the person practicing concurrency and their partner at higher odds of acquiring HIV.

Given the significant role of multiple sexual partners in sustaining the HIV epidemic, reducing sexual HIV transmission is an international HIV prevention priority. To this end, one of the key HIV prevention strategies in Zimbabwe is addressing multiple concurrent sexual partnerships, particularly among married people, who are considered as being at significantly higher risk of acquiring HIV through this practice. Effective HIV prevention could benefit from an understanding of the motivations for concurrent sexual partnerships by married people. This study contributes to a growing body of literature providing insight on the motivations for concurrent sexual partnerships.

Our present study aimed to develop interventions to empower married Zimbabwean women to negotiate for safer sex. This paper addresses one of the research objectives, which is to describe and explain the occurrence of concurrent sexual activities by married Zimbabwean men and women. In this paper, we describe the sociocultural context in which monogamous married men and women made transitions into and out of concurrent sexual partnerships. We explore the organization of concurrent sexual partnerships as well as the socioeconomic factors that structured married men and women’s opportunities for engaging in extramarital sex. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Leeds Institute of Health Sciences Ethical Committee and the Medical Research Council of Zimbabwe (MRCZ/A/1493).

Materials and methods

We provide a summary of our research methodology here as the full study is described elsewhere. The aim of this study was to identify socioculturally and organizationally feasible interventions for empowering married Zimbabwean women to negotiate for safer sex. We collected qualitative data over three phases. Written informed consent to take part was obtained from all participants. The first phase consisted of interviews with HIV prevention program implementers. In the second phase, we conducted four focus groups and 36 interviews with married men and women. Participants were defined as married if they had had a customary, court, or church wedding, or if they have been cohabiting for a long time. This is the standard definition also used for the Zimbabwe Demographic and Health Survey. In the third phase of our study, we conducted further interviews with HIV prevention implementers to investigate the organizational or sociocultural feasibility of implementing some of the suggested interventions from the second phase.

This paper is based on the second phase of the study, which was conducted between October and December 2008. We used intensity sampling to recruit participants from an HIV prevention nongovernmental organization, a faith-based organization, and an anti-domestic violence organization. Subsequent participants were recruited using snowballing. The first author collected data from all female participants; similarly, for cultural sensitivity, a male research assistant was employed to collect data from male participants during the second phase. Another Zimbabwean study also used male interviewers to collect information on sexual health from Zimbabwean men. The research assistant was a social scientist with postgraduate qualifications and had 8 years’ experience in sexual health research at the time of data collection. We also hired a male and female researcher to facilitate the male and female focus group discussions, respectively. The male focus group facilitator had been working on qualitative research of a similar nature with the male research assistant. The female focus group facilitator was an experienced social scientist educated to postgraduate level with extensive qualitative research experience in the HIV field. Despite the team’s research experience, the first author provided qualitative research and study-specific training in Harare before data collection. Competency was assessed after training during the pilot data collection.

All the data were collected using an agreed interview guide and focus group guide which were developed using findings from an extensive literature review and the conceptual framework for the study. The instruments were also developed using some findings that emerged from data collected in the first phase. During the actual data collection, the first author continued to provide support by having daily meetings with the team. While a few interviews were done in English, most of the interviews and focus group discussions were conducted in Shona. Direct verbatim translation rather than contextual translation was done simultaneously with transcription into a computer soon after data collection. Contextual translation was only used when direct translation...
was not meaningful.\textsuperscript{22,23} NVivo 8 software was used for data management and to aid our analysis, which used a framework approach.\textsuperscript{24,25} We began by familiarizing ourselves with the collected data using the transcripts of two focus groups and ten interviews. This allowed us to develop a thematic framework for coding the data which we went on to apply to the data.\textsuperscript{25} NVivo 8 enabled us to sort the data so that data with similar content were located together. This allowed scrutiny of the data in order to develop the descriptive and explanatory accounts.\textsuperscript{24,25} We used anonymized quotations to illustrate descriptive and explanatory findings.\textsuperscript{25}

**Results**

Thirty-three men and 31 women participated in the second phase of the study, and their characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Narratives by male and female participants appeared to indicate that concurrent sexual activity occurred in a cycle made up of four stages as shown in Figure 1. This cycle is not meant to be comprehensive but rather broad enough to capture the important aspects of extramarital affairs that were described. The process of separating the stages of the extramarital affair into discrete stages, though based on logical development of analysis, is somewhat artificial to us because of the significant overlap between the stages. Furthermore, it was possible to exit or terminate the cycle at different stages, as indicated in Figure 1.

The idea that extramarital affairs occurred in a cycle was brought into sharp focus in the first female interview. In response to the question as to whether or not her husband had had an extramarital affair, Maryanne described Chris’ dissatisfaction with their sexual life, which she thought had pushed him into the “arms of another woman”. She explained how he had hidden the affair. She accidentally stumbled upon a text message in his telephone from his girlfriend. When Maryanne called the woman, she discovered they had been having an affair for over a year. After she confronted Chris about the affair, he ended it. Six months later, he resumed the affair.

Thereafter, in each interview, we sought for a chronology of extramarital affairs in order to establish if there was a pattern of how they occurred.

Almost all reports on concurrent sexual activity reported that some kind of dissatisfaction initiated affairs, as indicated in Figure 1. However, the idea that dissatisfaction initiated an affair implies a rational decision-making about whether to have extramarital sex and does not account for the more spontaneous and “irrational” context for some sexual behavior, such as when one is intoxicated. Nevertheless, there were two types of dissatisfaction described by participants. Some described acute dissatisfaction that was a product of temporarily unmet needs in the marriage. Other participants described chronic dissatisfaction with the spouse. Similar studies in Zimbabwe and Tanzania also indicate that dissatisfaction about various aspects of the marriage may result in concurrent sexual activity.\textsuperscript{19,26,27} This is in contrast with studies in Nigeria and Uganda in which affairs occurred despite marital satisfaction.\textsuperscript{28,29}

Contrary narratives were given by some participants who reported that even though they were sometimes dissatisfied with their marriage, they did not engage in affairs. They reported being able to have respectful, frank discussions about the sources of the dissatisfaction with their spouse and jointly addressing the dissatisfaction.

Depending on the source of dissatisfaction, different types of extramarital relationships were developed, as described in the next section. The complexities of these relationships were highlighted by men who reported finding potential partners but choosing not to go ahead with the affair due to potential feelings of guilt or anxiety about being caught. It would have been useful to know how the desires or emotions of extramarital partners affected the decision not to proceed with an affair. However, we did not explore them in this study.

Reports of secrecy and deception once extramarital affairs commenced were common and this formed stage 3, as shown in Figure 1. Participants described husbands pretending to be monogamous (“acting like nothing is happening”) by ensuring that their conduct did not raise suspicion through calls or text messages from sexual partners, infrequent sex, sudden frequent business trips, or working late. As such stories were told

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Sociodemographic characteristics of interview and focus group discussion participants</th>
<th>Men (%)</th>
<th>Women (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age group, years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;45</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–15</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of infidelity occurring while the deliberate lack of detectable change in a husband’s behavior caused wives to presume that they were mutually monogamous. Such presumptions have been noted in earlier studies, both in terms of married women being the last to know about an affair and only discovering affairs after diagnosis of HIV.30 Contrasting findings from studies in Nigeria and Uganda indicate that a married woman may know about her husband’s infidelity, even when he is secretive, but willingly ignores the infidelity.28,29

However, in our study, deception and secrecy were important aspects of affairs. Deception of a spouse was explained as being necessary to protect the marriage from the stigma and trauma of divorce. Having said this, not all men were secretive about their affairs. Openness about extramarital affairs often occurred in marriages where the man thought he had proprietary rights over his wife, as described in our previous study.20 This sometimes resulted in denigration of women, as explained by Mary:

My husband used to receive phone calls from his girlfriends in my presence and discuss unheard of sexual details (zvinhu zvisingaite) with them! Maybe they did it to hurt me. Because I thought I was worthless. I just ignored them. (Female interview respondent, aged 44 years).

The final stage of the affair was when the dissatisfaction was addressed, as shown in Figure 1. Once the dissatisfaction was perceived to be addressed, there appeared to be two possible outcomes. The extramarital relationship could be terminated if the need or needs that had been unmet were perceived to be fully addressed in the marriage. For example, Mary in the earlier excerpt explained that after 4 years of marital counseling, their emotional and sexual relationship was more satisfying and she felt her husband had become monogamous. Other discourses on terminating affairs centered on surreptitious affairs being discovered or nearly being discovered. For other men, termination of the affair occurred when the extramarital partner discovered that they were married. However, when the need was still unmet in the marriage, dissatisfaction would cause the cycle of extramarital affairs to continue.

**Types of extramarital relationships**

In this study, participants described four types of concurrent sexual relationships, ie, sex worker, casual partner, regular girlfriend, and “small house” partner. Other qualitative studies on concurrent sexual activity in African marriages have documented differences in types of extramarital relationships.28,29,31 Even though these are distinct types of concurrent sexual relationships, participants reiterated that these relationships were not always mutually exclusive. For example, some men were said to have extramarital relations with a small house, girlfriend, and sex workers concurrently. On the other hand, the extramarital partners were capable of
having concurrent sexual relationships of their own, in which the same woman could be a casual partner, sex worker, girlfriend, or small house to different men, thus creating complex and risky sexual networks.

Sex worker
Firstly, a sex worker relationship was depicted as a temporary relationship between a client and a sexual services provider. Some participants called this relationship “short time”. It occurred when a man met a sex worker in a nightclub, bar, on the streets, or in a “brothel/lodge” and the man paid for sex. The encounter would be brief (as the metaphor “short time” suggests) and was reported (as noted in other qualitative studies on sex work in South Africa and Madagascar32,33) as a business transaction for both the sex worker and the client. Participants explained that for the sex worker the relationship was about money and for the client, sexual pleasure. There was no expectation on either side of emotional intimacy, although such feelings could develop.

Casual partner
There was a report of another type of casual sexual relationship which stemmed from existing friendships or acquaintances. In one such report, Gerry’s wife had casual sex with his best friend because she was sexually dissatisfied due to his prolonged absence from home. He was unsure but suspected that she got payment for sex because of their low financial status. Other forms of casual sex did not involve monetary payment and were just one-off incidents.

Regular partner/girlfriend
The development of emotional intimacy marked the vague transition from casual partner or sex worker to regular sexual partner as described by Richard:

The problem with men is that we love prostitutes. It is right for us to do so. But we have a problem that if you have sex with Peggy today and tomorrow … on the third day you say to Peggy, “Ah Peggy, we have now become familiar with each other (tajairirana). We are fine” It is now Peggy and you straight man to woman [ie, having unprotected sex] and there is no protection from infection! (Male interview respondent, aged 37 years).

Here, Richard suggested that going to the same prostitute three times gave both of them a sense of familiarity (tajairirana). In the group discussions, men argued that it was “impossible” to use condoms with the same casual partner or sex worker after a few episodes of sex. While money was involved with the sex worker, it was not viewed as direct payment for sex but given as financial support. In the narratives, this was because such a woman was no longer just a sex worker. This finding supports the sawtooth hypothesis, which posits that within a close relationship condom use will decrease over time, creating a sawtooth pattern.34 Previous epidemiological studies suggest that repeated sexual encounters with sex workers rather than one-off encounters is a more significant driver of the HIV epidemic in Africa as compared with countries like Thailand and the USA.35

As we analyzed the data, we inferred that the emotional attachment was a mutual experience which resulted in some form of mutual trust and a consequent decrease in condom use. It can be inferred that these relationships carried a higher risk of HIV transmission than with casual encounters with sex workers because of the reduced condom use.

“Small house” partner
The fourth extramarital relationship was “small house” (that is, the man forms an additional smaller household with an extramarital partner). A “small house” was considered as informal polygyny because the relationship was considered to be “something permanent”. In all reports, the term “small house” referred to a woman and not a man. The transition from girlfriend to “small house” was vague, and the term “small house” was defined differently by participants, sometimes interchangeably with girlfriend. However, some men explained how “a “small house” was deeper than just sex worker or girlfriend. The term “small house” is not unique to Zimbabwe, and is used to describe similar extramarital liaisons in Tanzania.36 Apart from being a regular sexual partner, a man would provide materially for his “small house”, and condom use is nearly non-existent.

Emotional intimacy with a “small house” was greater than with a regular girlfriend. This was the only extramarital relationship in which love (rudo) and romance (kudanana) were mentioned. A man could have children with his “small house”. In some cases, the man’s extended family would be told of this second family. Other researchers indicate that men become officially polygamous when they eventually pay a bride price for the “small house”.26 Another difference between “small house” and girlfriend or sex worker was the expectation of sexual exclusivity from the “small house” by the man, even though he would continue sexual relations with his wife. However stories were told of “small houses” having multiple concurrent partners:

On the issue of “small houses” and safe sex … there can be two of you in the same “small house” – how safe is that?
From what I know about men, you can use protection for about three times, after that you don’t use protection. There is no man who can use condoms on ten occasions with the same person, impossible! How safe are we gentlemen? If I and Samson have the same “small house” and we have our wives at home, how many people are we mixing sexually? (Male focus group participant, aged 40 years).

Here, Max pointed out the sexual mixing that potentially occurred with “small houses” and the increased risk of HIV, which is well documented in the literature. Participants showed an awareness of the risk of contracting HIV from a “small house” who had other concurrent partners. From their narratives, this extramarital relationship was perceived as carrying the greatest risk of exposure to HIV. While it is possible some men consistently used condoms for all extramarital relations, this was not represented in our study.

Having presented what extramarital relationships are, we now explore the factors that contributed to concurrent sexual activity. Two broad socioeconomic factors seemed to trigger dissatisfaction that contributed to frequency of concurrent sexual activity, ie, gender socialization and financial status.

Gender socialization
Our analysis identified collective identities for men and women that shaped concurrent sexual activity. Even though we use the term “collective identities”, the data contained several expressions of masculinity and femininity, to which people adhered to differently. In our analysis, we paid particular attention to how individuals acquired understanding of ideas, beliefs, and values on concurrent sexual activity through implicit and explicit messages about men and women in childhood and adolescence as suggested in previous studies on this subject.

Masculinity
Participants’ reports highlighted that concurrent sexual activity achieved a socially recognized expression of hegemonic masculinity. While there are several characteristics of masculinity in the literature that result in concurrent sexual activity, participants described three characteristics of masculinity that contributed to concurrent sexual activity, ie, lust, needing frequent sex, and having satisfying sexual performance. In line with the plurality of masculinity, other characteristics of masculinity such as faithfulness to a spouse were cited as preventing concurrent sexual activity by participants.

Masculinity characterized by lust
Most participants attributed concurrent sexual activity to lust (ruchiva), ie, a masculine instinctive, uncontrollable desire for sex with multiple sexual partners. Literature reviews on African masculinity identify this as a mark of African hegemonic masculinity. Sex with multiple partners was described as a direct product of acting on lust. Participants explained lust in four ways: as a natural part of manhood, as a product of sexual activity before marriage, learned behavior, or evil spirits, as shown in Figure 2. These could operate at the same time, and we will describe how each resulted in lust.

A common explanation for lust was as a natural part of manhood using terms such as “created that way”, “an inborn thing”, and “naturally”.

I have extra marital affairs … I do not want to lie. I personally have sex with other people. The reasons … ah … If God could be talked to! These things were created like that… we can say that men were created like that. (Male interview respondent, aged 40 years).

These men reinforced their masculinity through extramarital affairs. This form of masculinity was accompanied by beliefs about how natural lust caused men to desire different sexual partners. According to participants, lust was triggered by various aspects of sexual appeal that could not all be contained in one wife at the same time. Consequently, this created the dissatisfaction that precipitated seeking out sexual partners. Participants with this belief argued that male faithfulness in the presence of other sexually appealing women was impossible:

![Figure 2 Participants’ explanations for men’s lust.](https://www.dovepress.com/external-content download://content/11469824.png)
Moderator: Does faithfulness work? 
Trevor: I don’t know what exactly you mean by faithfulness. It is beyond my general understanding. But men naturally, the way we are created, we are not faithful. What is important is that I protect myself, in order to protect the rest. The kind of biblical faithfulness is too abstract because as men we are biological beings. We react when we see a beautiful woman, it doesn’t matter whether you go to church or not… Faithfulness is you using the condom so that your wife does not get to know what you have been doing… Tsotsi: Have you ever noticed that as men sometimes we are not really serious about some things. We just do it (have affairs) on purpose (tinozvitisa) like we can’t help it. (Male, focus group discussion, younger and older men).

In this discussion, Trevor reiterates the point that lust made it impossible for men to be faithful. His belief was that faithfulness was demonstrated by using condoms with extramarital partners.

It has been argued that viewing gendered behaviors as products of natural factors does not explain diversity of sexual behavior among men or show that masculinity is constantly changing. For example, the view that men were created with natural lust seemed to change after an HIV-positive diagnosis. Several men who were living with HIV in our study stated that they had stopped lusting for multiple sexual partners because they feared re-infection with HIV. They reconfigured masculinity to suit their HIV diagnosis.

Lust was also explained as a product of subconsciously learned behavior, as shown in Figure 2. Some participants explained that the traditional practice of polygyny, as observed in older male relatives, reinforced the idea that it was acceptable for men to lust for and have multiple sexual partners. In contrasting accounts, some participants explained how they had seen great-grandfathers with several wives but did not use this as a basis for engaging in extramarital affairs. This was attributed to the fact their great-grandparents had lived in an era free from the risk of HIV. However, there was a potential risk of sexually transmitted infections that men still faced from extramarital affairs.

Some male and female participants explained how lust was a trait that began when one was an adolescent, as shown in Figure 2. In adolescence, African male sexual prowess may be shown by having multiple partners. Others argue that the sexual socialization practiced in adolescence shapes sexual interactions in adulthood. Several participants explained that men who had multiple sexual partners before marriage were more likely to find monogamy difficult because of being accustomed to multiple sexual partners. This was said to cause chronic dissatisfaction with one wife. Similar explanations were noted in an analysis of survey data from Côte d’Ivoire, Tanzania, Zambia, and Thailand, which showed that the number of premarital partners was associated with increased probability of extramarital sex later in life.

Lust for multiple sexual partners was also explained as the product of the influence of evil spirits, as shown in Figure 2. These evil spirits (shave) were said to influence and make men dissatisfied with one woman and increase an individual’s sexual appetites for different women. Consequently, it can be inferred that a person had no real responsibility for their actions because their mind, will, and actions were taken over by evil spirits. This fits in with the role of spirits in traditional Zimbabwean culture and such explanations for sexual behavior have also been documented in other Zimbabwean studies.

Masculinity characterized by enjoying satisfying sexual performance

In participants’ descriptions, enjoying satisfying sexual performance from a woman reinforced manhood. Narratives on this indicated that satisfying sexual performance had to have four crucial defining features:

- Creativity – this was equated to pleasurable variety in sexual activity.
- Comprehensiveness – this included vibrancy, uninhibitedness, spontaneity, adventure, excitement, and communication.
- Skillfulness – involved seeking and use of knowledge and skills that could improve the quality of the sex.
- Excellent presentation – for several men, great sexual performance involved a wife being physically attractive.

Some participants explained how satisfying sexual performance that could be obtained from a sex worker, a girlfriend, or a “small house” was not the same as what some wives provided. When married women complied with femininity characterized by sexual passivity and asexuality, the consequent “boring” sexual performance by a wife was cited as a reason why men would be dissatisfied with their sexual relationship and thus engage in extramarital sex. To some men, sex was about a sexual partner showing competence in sexual performance rather than emotional or sexual intimacy. This was the reason why some men would have sex with sex workers whom they reported not to love but who provided them with the opportunity of satisfying sexual performance.
Masculinity characterized by having frequent sex
Frequent sex was deemed to be an important aspect of marriage by several male participants in this study. When manhood was asserted by having frequent sex, this created dissatisfaction with a wife when sex was infrequent. This was part of the reasoning behind having concurrent sexual activity to address this perceived unmet need. One man explained that when he was growing up he was told, “You must screw your wife a lot, screw her every day”. Hence when they were unable to have sex for prolonged periods, he would be dissatisfied with the marriage and concurrent sexual activity reinforced his manhood.

Masculinity characterized by faithfulness to a spouse
The dominant forms of masculinity described in the above sections were not the only forms of masculinity in the dataset. Another expression of masculinity was of faithfulness to a spouse. There were two explanations for this type of masculinity, ie, religion and leadership. Some of the men who were recruited from the faith-based organization indicated that sex was a divine gift limited to marriage. This sexual socialization and fear of God himself and or his judgment were the reasons they gave for monogamy. Other qualitative studies in Africa confirm how religion may cause men to reconfigure their masculinity from lusting for multiple partners to monogamy.27,38,42 Furthermore, men from the faith-based organizations described how masculinity in their social circles was reinforced by being a caring, faithful, respectful husband rather than infidelity, which was highly stigmatized. In other accounts, men described being in accountable, supportive mentorship relationships with other men in the church who supported them in fulfilling their roles as monogamous husbands.

Masculinity defined by faithfulness was also associated with being a leader in the community. Joe, for example, was a community development worker; he was well known and felt he was looked upon as an example of a faithful husband. He admitted that although he had had opportunities to have extramarital sex, he did not indulge in these for fear of losing his good reputation. His fears of being seen in a queue for treatment of sexually transmitted infections while professing the importance of faithfulness deterred him from affairs. Thus, he thought he would be more authentic as a leader if he lived the life that he was telling others in the community.

Femininity
Reflecting that heterosexual partnerships involve the interaction of a man and woman, participants identified various characteristics of emphasized femininity that also contributed to the occurrence of affairs. Reports were given of women resisting or complying with the characteristics of emphasized femininity shown in Figure 3 and this shaped the opportunities for concurrent sexual activity.

Femininity characterized by faithfulness to a husband
Emphasized femininity was sometimes demonstrated by being faithful to a husband as shown in Figure 3. Complying with this femininity reduced a wife’s opportunities to be involved in concurrent sexual activity. Traditionally it is a serious offence (mhosva) for a wife to have extramarital sex and this can result in public embarrassment, physical abuse, or divorce.43 The male participants whose wives had had
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Figure 3 Characteristics of emphasized femininity that shaped extramarital sexual activity.
affairs, Gerry and Ronald, bore witness to these consequences of female infidelity. After Gerry discovered his wife’s infidelity he divorced her and remarried. Ronald reported publicly embarrassing his adulterous wife to their extended family and summoning her lover to civil court to get compensation (kuripa) from him but he did not divorce her.

Another respondent, Christine, explained how she preferred to be “judged (kutongwa)” by people for being left by her husband rather than to be judged for having extramarital affairs, implying that society gave a harsh judgement on female extramarital affairs. Women said divorce was accompanied by losing respect in the community, gossip, and condemnation for not complying with emphasized femininity. This may explain why none of the interviewed women admitted to having or having had an affair. However, this is not to say that concurrent sexual activity does not occur among married women. Femininity characterized by faithfulness to a husband was also associated with fear of contracting HIV:

Interviewer: You mentioned that you went for 2 months without having sex, and you were sexually dissatisfied. Did you ever think of looking for somebody who could satisfy your sexual needs?
Julie: I was afraid of things that are out there… diseases. I said, “If I go out there, what if I come back with HIV?” I was afraid. I thought of an affair, I don’t want to lie because as a person there are some things you desire but I was afraid.
(Female interview respondent, aged 30 years).

Despite Julie’s dissatisfaction with the sex in her marriage, she made the choice not to have an affair because she was afraid of HIV. Participants also reported that femininity characterized by faithfulness was associated with religious teachings on monogamy. This was because some women held strong religious beliefs and chose to act on the biblical teachings on monogamy. These narratives were very similar to those of men described earlier who reported being socialized to view sex as a divine gift confined to marriage.

Femininity characterized by tolerance of a husband’s infidelity
Women described sexual socialization by influential women such as aunts, mothers, and grandmothers about how men were naturally unfaithful. Emphasized femininity prepared women for the inevitability of male infidelity. For example, Jessica explained how the first time her husband had an affair, she was heartbroken. However, after hearing similar stories from other women, she accepted his behavior as normal:

When you listen to the circumstances from other people you say… ah men do these things (have extramarital affairs)! Why should I expect my husband to be different … so you just accept that this is how men are. (Female interview respondent, aged 27 years).

Some authors have suggested that excusing male infidelity is an integral part of emphasized African femininity and is essential for avoiding divorce, which in itself is highly stigmatized. However, not all respondents tolerated male infidelity. Some women threatened divorce or went to report husband’s affairs to his extended family. In other studies, women reacted to a discovered affair by engaging in revenge sex.

Femininity characterized by respect and submission to a husband
Informants indicated that resisting emphasized femininity characterized by submission and respect from husbands contributed to the occurrence of male extramarital affairs. When a wife was argumentative and disrespectful, this was given as a reason why a husband can be dissatisfied with the marriage and seek a more respectful partner. Other qualitative studies on concurrent sexual activity in East Africa and Zambia echo this finding.

One respondent, Tsitsi, caught her husband having sex with another woman. In her anger she went to the civil court to sue him for adultery. She reported that the judge told her that she deserved what was happening to her because she talked too much and her husband had to find solace in someone else.

In a contrasting report, Matthew explained that submission and respect were a mutual experience for him and his wife Sarah. Thus, when he felt disrespected by her, he interpreted this as an indication of unresolved conflict or problems. His approach was to discuss his feelings openly with her and if they failed to come to a consensus they would seek counselling from extended family or mature friends. Thus, affairs because of disrespect from Sarah were not an option.

Femininity characterized by active sexuality
Like masculinity, emphasized femininity in Zimbabwe is shifting, and this was reflected by narratives of reasons why women engaged in extramarital sex. Informants indicated that the sexual pleasure portrayed in novels or on television...
made some women dissatisfied with their marriages and thus engage in affairs in order to search for sexual pleasure. This has also been reported in a qualitative study on young women’s sexuality in Kenya.41

Even though none of the female participants admitted to concurrent sexual activity, discourses on female extramarital affairs portrayed redefining womanhood from asexuality to active sexuality, demonstrated by receiving sexual pleasure. Several women complied with femininity characterized by active sexuality. However, this was not always a basis for affairs but a basis to communicate specific sexual desires and needs to a husband. Nevertheless, this was only possible in marriages where effective sexual communication was established.

Economic status

Having presented how gender plays a role in the occurrence of extramarital relationships, we now explore economic status and its relationship to concurrent sexual activity. Male and female participants cited too much or too little money, to explain opportunities for concurrent sexual activity.

Wealth

In each of the four different types of extramarital relationships we described, availability of financial resources was described as an important aspect of the relationship. Each relationship had different financial implications, with “small houses” being the most expensive as they were like a second marriage. As such, wealth was cited as a reason for the occurrence of concurrent sexual relationships. Men who were described as wealthy were said to be more likely to address their dissatisfaction through affairs, as Samantha explained:

Interviewer: Why is her husband having an affair?
Samantha: She says he is going through a midlife crisis, but I think he is just like many men in Zimbabwe. When they make a lot of money they want a new house, a car renewal and a new woman. (Female interview respondent, aged 28 years).

Previous studies in Zimbabwe and Cameroon confirm that wealthy men are more likely to have concurrent sexual partners than poorer men.26,27,45 Traditionally, it is acceptable for African men to have more wives as they become wealthier.39,46 This may have socialized men to think that it is acceptable to have extramarital affairs once one is wealthy.

Equally, other studies have shown how men would find themselves being an attractive target for young women because of their wealth.28,46 However, this was not widely represented in the data, perhaps because of our lack of the views of women who were extramarital sexual partners. Having said this, we must point out that some wealthy men in this study reported no extramarital activity. Hence this is not an automatic association. Not having affairs when one was wealthy emerged from discourses of wealth not being what decided the principles by which they lived their lives but having a sense of self-worth with or without money, as explained by Zech:

We have agreed that money is just a visitor in our marriage which just comes and goes. We refuse to allow it to control how we live. (Male interview respondent, aged 49 years).

In the participants’ accounts, not all men were wealthy enough to have “small houses”. Thus, some men spoke of cheaper options, such as the occasional sex worker. Jonathan, for example, had a job as an IT technician and lived in the medium density suburbs in Harare. He explained how he and his friends did not have the expenses of permanent “small houses”, but when they would go out drinking they would just purchase sex from sexual workers.

For women married to wealthy men, the propensity to have concurrent sexual relationships was explained as a consequence of emotional neglect by their husbands. Nancy, for example, stated how rich men expected their wives to be content with big houses and fancy cars. In her opinion, this was not enough because women needed affection and companionship. Consequently, when a husband provided materially but not emotionally, this created the need to look for companionship in affairs. Stories were told of rich women having affairs with their workers because of the need for sexual pleasure and companionship. However, other wealthy women in this study spoke of being neglected by their husbands but desisting from affairs by devoting their time, energy, and affection on their children or engaging in charity work.

Poverty

Some participants reported the potentially emasculating effects of when a man was unemployed or unable to provide for his family. Studies on African masculinity confirm that when manhood is defined by being able to provide for a family, it presents a challenge to the man, who may feel less of a man because of poverty.36,38 One female respondent explained that in the harsh economic climate in Zimbabwe at the time of the data collection, when many men were having...
financial difficulties, it was crucial for a wife not to belittle the husband as this could bruise his ego.

Some women showed awareness of this fragility of masculinity. They reported that failure to be sensitive could possibly result in an emasculated man looking for extramarital affairs in which women appreciated him and “rubbed his ego the right way”. In a South African study of sex workers, participants spoke of how they treated clients with respect for being a patron of their business. It may be inferred that men liked the respect and not just sex from sex workers. Our informants explained that poor men sometimes got overexcited on the occasional times that they had money. This resulted in concurrent sexual relationships, particularly with sex workers, as recounted by Marlon:

> When I would get money! I would forget my name, where I am coming from and where I am going! I would start having a lot of women friends. I would call myself Mr Point and Shoot. I would give myself that name because whomever I would point at I would have a shot at. (Male interview respondent, aged 45 years).

Some male participants quoted narratives of poor married women who would sometimes borrow money from men and then pay the debt through sex. Participants spoke of how such women may be forced into concurrent sexual activity as “survival sex” in order to provide the basic needs for their family (for example, food or school fees for children). This sex has been termed “survival” or “transactional” sex by other authors, and is sex to meet basic human needs. The harsh economic climate at the time of data collection likely made women vulnerable to “survival sex”.

**Discussion**

Before discussing the findings, we will mention a few issues about the quality of the data. Reporting concurrency, like other sexual behaviors, may be affected by social desirability, recall bias, or avoiding disclosures that might cause embarrassment. Given the intensely personal nature of the data collected, we reassured participants of confidentiality and anonymity before, during, and after data collection. Nevertheless, none of the female participants admitted to extramarital sex. Furthermore, only two men admitted that their wives had had affairs. However, there is evidence from nationally representative studies to suggest that extramarital affairs occur among married Zimbabwean women, albeit five times less likely than among married men. This underreporting may be because known or suspected extramarital affairs by women are socially unacceptable, and are associated with high levels of physical abuse by husbands, including reports of homicide in Zimbabwe. Hence our study is limited in that the descriptions of extramarital relations are largely based on male and female participants’ reports of men’s extramarital relations.

Secondly, our study is limited by omitting reports of the desires, emotions, and perspectives of men’s extramarital partners. As such, this paper may read as though men solely determined if and how extramarital affairs occurred. This may not be a full and accurate portrayal of what happens in these relationships, as documented in previous studies in Zimbabwe and other parts of Africa. These studies indicate that married men’s sexual partners have their own motives for initiating or accepting sexual relationships with married men. Wherever possible, we have paid attention to reported second-hand perspectives of extramarital partners, but this is very limited.

Despite these limitations, this study has explored the socioeconomic context in which monogamous men or women make a transition into and out of concurrent sexual partnerships. The findings reveal a range of opportunities for HIV interventions to address concurrent sex by married people. Within marriage there may be periods when either one or both spouses feel dissatisfied with various aspects of the relationship. While some spouses were able to communicate and resolve dissatisfaction, others found this communication difficult, as supported in the literature. Dissatisfaction if unaddressed was said to trigger extramarital affairs, as indicated in previous research. This finding is contrary to the popular view that men have extramarital affairs just because they are male. A key message from our study is that the root cause of concurrent sexual activity is dissatisfaction and that this dissatisfaction can be triggered by various factors.

Dissatisfaction that stemmed from masculine ideologies characterized by receiving satisfying sexual performance or frequent sex could potentially be addressed by communicating openly about necessary changes in the quality and quantity of sex, and could be resolved through targeted communication interventions. Nevertheless, other causes of dissatisfaction were harder to deal with; for example, the belief that men have an innate natural overpowering lust for sex with different sexual partners. The dissatisfaction resulting from these factors may be much harder to resolve in the confines of a couple because these are a product of beliefs operating at a society level. Hence these beliefs may be addressed through community education as the HIV epidemic has been a driver for reconsideration of risky gendered behaviors and attitudes.
Future HIV interventions could target the complex structure of affairs. The formation of affairs was such that they were mostly secretive. This secrecy makes it difficult to introduce appropriate safer sexual practices within marriage. Given that confessing involvement in an extramarital affair may be difficult, emotionally distressing, or lead to divorce, HIV prevention could emphasize consistent safer sex practice in extramarital relationships. Even this is not without its challenges due to the highly fluid meanings of extramarital sexual relationships.

The findings indicate that one-off sexual encounters with sex workers were viewed as brief business transactions in which sexual pleasure was exchanged for money and condom use was reported to be consistent. This finding is consistent with a study that reviewed national epidemiological data to explain the decline in HIV prevalence in Zimbabwe. Nevertheless, some men sometimes visited the same sex worker several times and the increased intimacy made condom use inconsistent. It is these repeat visits to sex workers and not one of encounters that mathematical models suggest results in an increased cumulative probability of contracting HIV from sex workers. HIV interventions to encourage condom use with casual partners must continue to be part of the strategy for negating the effects of extramarital relationships.

Regular sexual relationships were also formed with women who were not sex workers. Some of these partnerships eventually turned into “small houses” in which men provided emotional and material support to their lovers. Emotional intimacy made condom use almost non-existent. There was an expectation from respondents that the “small house” would be monogamous, but previous qualitative studies on this subject in Zimbabwe, Tanzania, and Kenya indicate that this is hardly the case. As such, these relationships may carry a high risk of contracting HIV because of the frequency of unprotected sex and partners lacking knowledge of each other’s HIV status.

Previous HIV interventions in Zimbabwe have focused on sex workers, hence the reported consistent condom use in those relationships. However, fewer interventions exist for other types of extramarital relationships. This is an area that must be addressed both from the perspective of the married men and from the perspective of the “small house” so that safer sex practices are increased. Such an intervention was being piloted in Zimbabwe, with mass media being used to target women who are “small houses” so that they can insist on safer sex practices.

Lessons can be learned from men who reported that they were monogamous. Their narratives indicate that people adhere to different versions of masculinity to different degrees and that masculinity is not static but can be reconfigured. This reconfiguration of masculinity was said to be a product of religious notions. Others reported marital and sexual satisfaction due to effective general and sexual communication with their wives, which removed the need for extramarital relationships. Religion has been linked with monogamy in other studies. However, there is a need to further refine our understanding of why some religious men have affairs and others remain monogamous. This would be a valuable learning point in HIV interventions in a place like Zimbabwe where Christianity is a major and influential part of the social fabric. Longitudinal quantitative data are needed to refine insights on predictive, moderating, and mediating factors for engagement in concurrent sexual relationships by married people.

Conclusion
Our study indicates that relationship dissatisfaction plays a key role in the engagement of concurrent sexual partnerships by married people in Zimbabwe. Depending on the source of the dissatisfaction, different types of relationships were formed. These relationships had different levels of intimacy, which had a bearing on practicing safer sex. Lessons can be learned from men and women who were able to maintain healthy, satisfying marital relationships. These lessons can be made part of future HIV interventions targeted at preventing concurrent sexual partnerships by married couples.
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